On Earth as it is in Heaven

Mattit’yahu (Matthew) 6:9,10

When we pray our daily prayer and say “Father, your will be done on earth as it is in Heaven.” do we really understand what this means?

We are literally praying, as things are done in Heaven, may these things also be done in our lives on earth. If we really thought seriously about the implications of this would the gentile church look today like it does? Would the Hebrew Roots/Messianic community look the way it does?

For example, the Scriptures state that Yeshua is the same yesterday, today, and forever; Evreem (Hebrews) 3:8. So yesterday He kept His Father’s appointed times; Yehochanan (John) 2:13; 7:10, and when He comes back to earth in the future He is going to keep the appointed times then as well; Zechar’yahu (Zechariah) 14:16 (all nations will worship the King**); Revelation 19:16; 20:4 (Yeshua is that King). So today, in Heaven, if He is the same today as He was yesterday, then is He observing Christmas and Easter in Heaven today, or Passover through Sukkot?

Another thought. In Heaven, are they wearing tight/form fitting clothing, or loose/non-form fitting clothing? Are the women wearing make-up, the men shaving their beards? I am just asking the question, not making any judgments. Just simply, when we arrive in the kingdom, what do we truly, honestly believe we are going to see; and in what ways do we truly honestly believe it will be distinguishable from the world we live in today?

In Heaven today construction is taking place on a city called the New Jerusalem. It is going to be approximately 1500 miles long, by 1500 miles wide, by 1500 miles high. That is, it will be as tall as the United States is in distance from the Mexico border to the Canada border, and as wide as ½ the distance from the east coast to the west coast.

It is going to have streets paved with gold, and giant gates made up of single pearls. Its walls will be layered gemstones. So the Kingdom of Heaven is a very active place. Earth is a very active place. Angels are actively working to protect God’s people; 2 Melechim (2 Kings) 6:13-23; 19:35; and battle demonic armies; Daniel 10:10-13; Revelation 12:7-9. Humans are actively working to protect human society. There is construction activity in Heaven, there is construction activity on earth. There are laws that govern conduct in Heaven, there are laws that govern conduct on earth. At one time there was war in Heaven, there are wars in earth.

** Yeshua’s pre-incarnate name was “Yehovah of Hosts”.
What was the war in Heaven over? What are wars on earth about? Other than over disputes over how two opposing parties believe things ought to be.

At one time there was harmony in Heaven. Today there is harmony in Heaven. But at one time there was disagreement and disharmony in Heaven. The disagreement was led by Lucifer who believed he had a better way to run things, and so attempted to take over God’s throne. He was able to persuade 1/3 of the angels to believe in his delusion over God’s truth.

All of these angels at one time no doubt were intimate friends with one another, did things together, built things together, worshipped God together, and had very deep love and respect for one another. Then Lucifer (known today as Satan), in his lack of contentment and desire for more power, began causing some of the angels to question God’s character and way of doing things in order to draw angels after himself to overthrow the throne; Yesh’yahu (Isaiah) 14:13,14. This was in Heaven.

Now today, on earth, you have a nation once united; and you have a party that has now risen up introducing liberal ideas into our once conservative society. In the beginning many of their ideas sounded very reasonable, some of those ideas were even good. Then once the number of people coming on board significantly increased, those ideas began to become more and more twisted over time with each proceeding generation. Now, today you have about 1/3 of the population completely sold out to these new radical ideas that 50 years ago nobody in their right mind would have openly touched. This party is the equivalent on earth in their behavior and goals as Satan and his angels behavior and goals were in Heaven.

Then you have President Trump, he is like the equivalent on earth of God’s position in Heaven. He represents the former values, the Constitution, the rule of law, the conservative Biblically based values that Americans used to have. But like God, the liberals are continuously attacking his character in order to draw people to themselves so they can take over the power structure. They want to take over the power structure so they can bring in a new order reflecting their non-biblical values and of how they believe things should be ran. A way that they believe is a superior way to run things and live life, but which ways in fact will only drive the nation to its grave.

And like there was war in Heaven, now in the United States a political war has clearly begun as well on earth. This political war, if successfully won by the President at the political level, will cleanse the government of the cancer currently infecting it. However, if the political war is not successfully won at the political level by the President and his aides, then the liberals will rise in civil war to cleanse the nation of all those opposed to its ideals.

In Heaven the war divided the angels. On earth, the war is dividing Americans. And if things in Heaven are so precisely duplicated on earth concerning these matters, then everything else about Heaven will also be eventually duplicated on earth as well.

What will that look like when it happens? God changes not; Malachi 3:6; Yaaqov (James) 1:17, and Yeshua His Son likewise is the same yesterday, today, and forever; Evreem (Hebrews) 13:8. And God and His Son successfully won the war in Heaven, and are soon going to bring the Kingdom of Heaven to earth.
When this happens, is music going to be mixed like “Christian”/“Rock”, or is it going to be pure? Is clothing going to be spotted by the flesh; 1 Timothy 2:9; Yehudah (Jude) 1:23, like tight pants and bikinis, or is all apparel going to be modest and non-form fitting? Are women going to wear make-up to hide their insecurity, or in the alternative, to glorify and/or sexualize themselves? Are men going to walk around bare chested and showing off their muscles? Are they going to shave off the beards that God was pleased to give them when He created them?

How about movies? Will people be entertaining themselves with presentations devoid of holiness? That make entertainment out of evil? That put forth propaganda? Expose people to murderous events? Occultism? Homosexual values? Or that always include at least one scene of two people fornicating?

Will people be gossiping? Trying to keep up with the Jones’s? Lying? Stealing? Cross dressing? Looking down on others thinking themselves to be better than others? Satan thought He was better than God. He tried introducing these cancers into Heaven, and like the cancer was removed from Heaven before it could infect the whole, even so shall Yeshua remove Satan’s cancerous ways from the earth before it destroys all flesh as a whole down here; Mattit’yahu (Matthew) 24:22.

And if Satan was not allowed to remain in Heaven to continue spreading these wrong values in Heaven, then will God allow us in Heaven if we as believers continue to engage in and adopt these same satanic values, activities, and compromising attitudes – just so Heaven can be re-infected again with these things?

Today’s Gospel teaches that you are once saved always saved, and so even if you live like the Devil, you will still enter into Heaven according to their view; but that if you obey any of God’s commandments forbidden by the church to keep – such as the feast days and dietary laws, that you will not make it to Heaven according to their view. That somehow, if you look too biblical, or too Jewish, or are too conservative, then it must be that you are not saved and must be trying to earn your way to Heaven thereby supposedly nullifying His grace.

But if Yeshua is the same yesterday, today, and forever; and God does not change – and if how things are done in Heaven is how they are to be, and will eventually be, done on earth, then how can a believer live their life like the Devil and still be saved? How can one live as a citizen of Heaven and not be saved?

When Yehochanan the Immerser (John the Baptizer) prepared the way for Yeshua’s coming, he prepared that way by proclaiming “Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is near”; Mattit’yahu (Matthew) 3:2. So the prerequisite for meeting Yeshua was to repent of our sins. Sin is violation of God’s Law; I Yehochanan (I John) 3:4. And with Yeshua’s 1st coming was the arrival of the Kingdom in the hearts of believers; Luke 17:20,21, and at His 2nd coming will arrive as a physical dominion over the earth; Mattit’yahu (Matthew) 24:27-30; Revelation 19:11-15; 20:4.

And because the sin nature, the fleshly mind, cannot and will not submit to God’s Law; Romans 8:5-8, one must be born again; Yehochanan (John) 3:3-5, for God’s Law is spiritual; Romans 7:14, and so to keep His Law, which is spiritual, one was must receive a spiritual nature through spiritual rebirth; Yehochanan (John) 3:6. For it is only through this new spiritual nature that one can keep His spiritual Law; I Yehochanan (I John) 3:6-9.
Likewise, it is only those who are willing to learn how to keep His Law (those who are willing to repent) that He gives His Holy Spirit to so that they can be born again; 

**Maaseh (Acts) 5:32.** And those who are born again, because they have been born of God, no longer live lives of sin after they have matured in the Faith; **I Yehochanan (I John) 3:9.**

Yeshua is coming again a second time. The first time He came, the Kingdom was implanted in the hearts of those He saved and is saving; 

**Luke 17:20,21.** The next time He comes, it will be with the fullness of that Kingdom fully realized on earth; 

**Yesh’yahu (Isaiah) 2:1-4; 11:1-9; Revelation 20:4.**

In summary, to meet Yeshua and be saved to acquire eternal life requires repentance. For a saved person to enter His Kingdom (in the 1000 year reign) requires a new nature received in this life through spiritual rebirth. The new nature, which is spiritual, obeys His Law, which is spiritual, as a result of that rebirth. We are able to obey His commands through this spiritual rebirth because we acquire new desires and abilities through that rebirth that we did not have, and were incapable of having, prior to that spiritual rebirth.

Likewise, successful obedience to His commandments provides the evidence that we have been reborn; 

**Luke 6:43-45; I Yehochanan (I John) 5:18,** that we love Him; 

**I Yehochanan (I John) 5:2,** and love His Son; 

**Yehochanan (John) 14:15,** and that we abide in Him; 

**I Yehochanan (I John) 3:24,** and know His Son; 

**I Yehochanan (I John) 2:3,4.**

If we have repented and received that new nature and as such are now, through our new supernaturally acquired ability, learning how to obey His Law, then our lives on earth as we grow and mature in our walk should reflect more and more over time how things are done in Heaven. And if our lives over time as we mature in the Faith look more and more like how things are done in heaven, then what ought our lives and our walk look like over time after reaching full maturity in the Faith?
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